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KNOW-
YOUR
RIGHTS

i

IN THE 
SADF

Brought to you by the 
End Conscription Campaign



You have just been called up 
to the SADF and are starting 
something very new and different. 
The best way to cope is to 
be prepared.

The End Conscription Campaign 
believes that to be prepared 
you need to know your facts.
This pamphlet tells you your 
rights as a conscript. It will 
help you over the next year 
and especially during your 
Basic Training.

If you are still unsure about 
your rights or if you 
think that there is a 
problem with how you are 
being treated always 
seek legal advice.



A CONSCRIPTS RIGHTS

MEDICAL
You have the right to 
report sick at any time.
If your illness is not 
self-inflicted all time spent 
under medical treatment is 
counted as part of your 
service and is free.

LANGUAGE

Training and instruction must, 
as far as possible, be 
in the language best 
understood by both instructor 
and trainee.

RELIGION
Conscripts may attend their 
church on Sundays or Holy 
Days, except when on duty as 
a sentry, chef, etc. Atheists



and Agnostics should get 
exemption from all church 
parades. Your Unit Chaplain 
must be accessible at all 
times. If you wish to see 
him about anything you 
simply need to ask your 
Instructor, without having to 
give him a reason or fill 
in a form.

PHYSICAL AND VERBAL 
ABUSE
It is an offence to hit 
or to swear at anyone in 
the SADF. The Military 
Discipline Code (MDC) makes 
it an offence for a superior to 
assault, ill-treat or point 
and draw a weapon at a 
subordinate. SADF Orders have 
ruled against the ill treatment 
of conscripts. Copies of these 
Orders should be available 
from the chaplain.



Conditions that apply to 
extra drill:
it may not exceed 1 hour a day 
It cannot be done on Sundays,
Day of the Covenant, Good Friday 
or Ascension day or Christmas 
If longer than 15min a 30 sec 
break must be given 
Water must be available before 
drill and during breaks 
It can only be done in field 
dress, skeleton webbing and 
with a water Ipottle and rifle 

|
All forms of Initiation are forbidden.

PT may not be used as a 
form of punishment.

Extra duties or confinement may 
only be imposed by a military 
court.

Group punishment, unless 
everyone is at fault, is 
forbidden.



CONTACT

Conscripts have the right to 
receive and send letters and 
parcels. Nobody can make you 
perform any act before you are 
allowed to receive your post.

HOW TO ENFORCE 
YOUR RIGHTS

You can make complaints to 
your officer Commanding. The 
complaint must be dealt with 
within a reasonable tiriie 
(about 14 days) or be referred to 
someone else, in which case 
you must be told. If your 
complaint is not dealt with 
you may take it to a superior 
officer and if necessary to the 
State President. Your parents 
may also' compfain on your 
behalf. They can contact:

SADF Complaints 
Private Bag X159 
Pretoria 
0001



■Racist’ 
call-ups 
are buried

SOMBRE-looking 
members of the End 
Conscription 
Campaign's Durban 
branch staged a 
lunch hour funeral 
procession through 
Durban yesterday to 
“ bury racist 
conscription’ ’.

The “ conscription 
coffin’’ arrived at the 
army’s Group 10 
headquarters in 
Smith Street where a 
pamphlet and letter 
outlining the ECC's 
call for a fully 
representative 
voluntary army was 
“ graciously 
accepted” , ECC 
spokesperson Miss 
Ilia Thompson said.

Meanwhile, scores 
of future troopies 
gathered at King’s 
Park yesterday for 
the annual July army 
intake.
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END CONSCRIPTION NOW! •
• WHO NEEDS CONSCRIPTION?

There is no external threat to South Africa and a smaller volunteer 
defence force is all we need. Internal peace-keeping is not the army’s job. 
Except for the National and Conservative parties all significant political 
organisations (including Inkatha, the Democratic Party and the ANC) 
have realised this and are against conscription.

• WHY ONLY WHITES?
Whites only conscription is racist and unenforceable. F.W. de Klerk 
promised to repeal all apartheid laws by mid-1991 but his government still 
only conscripts white men. Other crucial race laws have gone and whites 
only call-ups are now illegal.

Conscripts are not all equally treated. Many are repeatedly called-up for 
camps while others never are. Some who did two years initial service are 
still expected to do camps while younger men are only doing one year. 
Applications for deferment are frequently dealt with in an unpredictable 
and unsympathetic way.

• CONSCRIPTION MAKES US POORER!
The constant tum-over of conscripts increases the SADF’s training and 
administrative costs. We pay for the inefficiency of conscription with 
higher taxes.

Camp call-ups disrupt business and conscription fuels the brain drain. 
Many people, mostly highly skilled, leave South Africa to avoid being 
conscripted.

• I’VE DONE 2 YEARS, WHY CAMPS ALSO?

Non-reporting for camps is widespread. At camps it is rare if more than 
20% of those called-up arrive. Usually nothing happens to them. Most 
campers stay away thinking: “If so many don’t report and aren’t caught 
surely I can do the same?”

From June to September prosecution of conscientious objectors (CO’s ) 
was suspended in most areas. Many CO’s known to the SADF are not 
even called up. The government seems too scared to enforce its own 
laws, especially if it knows it is going to be opposed.

• THE SADF IS NOT PROMOTING PEACE
The true nature of the SADF and its top leaders was shown by their 
wastage of taxpayers’ money on violent and destructive secret projects 
like the CCB. Such things cannot be allowed in a future South Africa. The 
SADF needs restructuring to become uncontroversial, neutral and 
representative of all South Africans. Abolishing conscription is a vital first 
step.

• WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?
If conscription is not ended soon it may collapse completely. To stop 
themselves looking increasingly silly the government should immediately:

• cancel all camps
• arrange for conscripts already in the SADF to clear out early
• withdraw all call-ups for initial service in January 1992
• amend the Defence Act to abolish conscription 

when Parliament sits again in 1992

c c



• ECC - WHAT WE ARE AND WHAT WE 
BELIEVE
The End Conscription Campaign was established in 1983 as 
a democratic anti-apartheid organisation to work for an end 
to conscription in South Africa. Currently there are branches 
in Cape Town, Durban, East London, Grahamstown, Port 
Elizabeth, Johannesburg and Pietermaritzburg.

We are opposed to conscription in any form - both now and 
in a future South Africa. We believe South Africa should have 
a relatively small defence force consisting entirely of volun
teers, i.e. a core of full-time professional soldiers backed up 
by part-time reservists.

For further information contact:

Johannesburg (Oil) 836-8423 [Nan] 

Durban (031) 304-3631 [Ilia] 

Cape Town (021) 685-6217 [Kathryn] 

Grahamstown(0461) [Oliver]

Port Elizabeth (041) 51-2804 [Therese] 

or write to us at:

P.O. Box 537 

Kengray2100.

GLOBE



M f i Y  I T  R E S T  I N  P E fi C E 1 ! '

The Durban branch of the End Conscription Campaign cordially invites you to 
attend a funeral procession to encourage the speedy burial of conscription!

We will be walking along Durban’s Smith Street. Beginning at The Natal 

Playhouse and walking to Eroup 10 (where we will deliver an FCC End Racist 

Conscription pamphlet and statement) the march will continue to the Ecumenical 
Centre in St Andrews St from where we will disperse.

Heading the procession will be a coffin (adorned with our ECC posters) and 
a band of "official mourners".

Join u s ! !!!
We need your support!!

WEDNESDAY JULY 10, 1991

THE NATPL PLAYHOUSE, SMITH ST 

12:30 fo r IsOO pa

For further info phone the ECC offices on (031) 304-5383 
or Ilia Thompson on (031) £109££



ECC Discussion Forum

CONSCRIPTION?
•ECC
• ANC Youth
• Jeugkrag

Nusas/Sansco 
Inkatha Youth 
NP Youth

7:30 pm Tuesday, 9 July
Lecture Hall 102, Block D 
Rand Afrikaans University
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forbidden.
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• END CONSCRIPTION NOW! •
• WHO NEEDS CONSCRIPTION?

There is no external threat to South Africa and a smaller volunteer 
defence force is all we need. Internal peace-keeping is not the army’s job. 
Except for the National and Conservative parties all significant political 
organisations (including Inkatha, the Democratic Party and the ANC) 
have realised this and are against conscription.

• WHY ONLY WHITES?
Whites only conscription is racist and unenforceable. F.W. de Klerk 
promised to repeal all apartheid laws by mid-1991 but his government still 
only conscripts white men. Other crucial race laws have gone and whites 
only call-ups are now illegal.

Conscripts are not all equally treated. Many are repeatedly called-up for 
camps while others never are. Some who did two years initial service are 
still expected to do camps while younger men are only doing one year. 
Applications for deferment are frequently dealt with in an unpredictable 
and unsympathetic way.

• CONSCRIPTION MAKES US POORER!
The constant tum-over of conscripts increases the SADF’s training and 
administrative costs. We pay for the inefficiency of conscription with 
higher taxes.

Camp call-ups disrupt business and conscription fuels the brain drain. 
Many people, mostly highly skilled, leave South Africa to avoid being 
conscripted.

• I’VE DONE 2 YEARS, WHY CAMPS ALSO?
Non-reporting for camps is widespread. At camps it is rare if more than 
20% of those called-up arrive. Usually nothing happens to them. Most 
campers stay away thinking: “If so many don’t report and aren’t caught 
surely I can do the same?"

From June to September prosecution of conscientious objectors (CO’s ) 
was suspended in most areas. Many CO’s known to the SADF are not 
even called up. The government seems too scared to enforce its own 
laws, especially if it knows it is going to be opposed.

• THE SADF IS NOT PROMOTING PEACE
The true nature of the SADF and its top leaders was shown by their 
wastage of taxpayers’ money on violent and destructive secret projects 
like the CCB. Such things cannot be allowed in a future South Africa. The 
SADF needs restructuring to become uncontroversial, neutral and 
representative of all South Africans. Abolishing conscription is a vital first 
step.

• WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?
If conscription is not ended soon it may collapse completely. To stop 
themselves looking increasingly silly the government should immediately:

• cancel all camps
• arrange for conscripts already in the SADF to clear out early
• withdraw all call-ups for initial service in January 1992
• amend the Defence Act to abolish conscription 

when Parliament sits again in 1992



ECC - WHAT WE ARE AND WHAT WE 
BELIEVE

The End Conscription Campaign was established in 1983 as 
a democratic anti-apartheid organisation to work for an end 
to conscription in South Africa. Currently there are branches 
in Cape Town, Durban, East London, Grahamstown, Port 
Elizabeth, Johannesburg and Pietermaritzburg.

We are opposed to conscription in any form - both now and 
in a future South Africa. We believe South Africa should have 
a relatively small defence force consisting entirely of volun
teers, i.e. a core of full-time professional soldiers backed up 
by part-time reservists.

For further information contact:

Johannesburg (Oil) 836-8423 [Nan] 

Durban (031)304-3631 [Ilia] 

Cape Town (021) 685-6217 [Kathryn] 

Grahamstown (0461) [Oliver]

Port Elizabeth (041) 51-2804 [Therese] 

or write to us at:

P.O. Box 537 

Kengray2100.
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